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Fencing theory is the intellectual, abstract structure that fencers use to describe, define, and explain

their art. In this book, professional swordsmanship instructor and author Guy Windsor introduces

you to the uses of fencing theory, and explains in detail all the major concepts. You can then use

this theory to better analyse and understand whatever swordsmanship style you practice.The main

areas covered here are:-Doctrine: the idea behind the art. What is the best way to win a sword

fight? What is the best kind of sword fight?-Strategy: the end-state that you aim for in a fight. Stab

him in the face; disarm him; throw him to the ground, score 5 points before he does.-Tactics: the

choice of specific techniques that will lead to your strategic goal. -Time: the timing of your actions

relative to those of your opponent. Many styles define actions in terms of the number of motions

they require, and distinguish between acting before, during or after your opponentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

motion. -Measure: the distance between the two fencers. Any fencing action has a specific measure

in which it works best, and most styles distinguish between being able to hit without stepping, or

with a single footwork action, or requiring more than one step. Many also include grappling

measure.-Postures: the static positions that are defined in the art; even in arts where there is no

standing still, there is usually at least one Ã¢â‚¬Å“on guardÃ¢â‚¬Â• position defined

somewhere.-Actions: movements of the sword or body. Cuts, thrusts, parries, lunges, passing

steps, turns, steps, even backflips.-Combinations: specific actions strung together in sequence,

usually for tactical reasons. Common combinations often get given names and are thought of as

Ã¢â‚¬Å“a techniqueÃ¢â‚¬Â•, such as the punta falsa, the krumphau, the scannatura, the

one-two.-Mechanics: very few historical fencing sources discuss mechanics in any detail, but most

give at least some indication of how an action should be done.-Additional elements: many sources

or styles also include other elements, such as virtues and philosophy.
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This book has very little of direct practical value, rather it is a book describing how to dissect your

own style of martial arts. It isn't bad, it just isn't as useful as the more directly applicable volumes.

Another great book from Guy. The content was both well thought out and insightful. The sections on

structure and flow are particularly helpful.

Well written, clear, outstanding.

This book is a nice overview of fencing and martial arts theories. Guy is most knowledgeable about

Italian fencing theory and it shows, however his treatment of other systems is still very good if not as

deep. This is a great little book.
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